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Abstract—In present times, social media plays a key role in 

every individual life.Everyday majority of the people are 

spending their time on social media platforms. The number of 

accounts in these social networking sites has dramatically 

increasingday-by-day and many of the users are interacting with 

others irrespective of their timeand location.These social media 

sites have both pros and cons and providesecurity problems to 

us also for our information.To scrutinize,who are giving threats 

in thesenetworking sites we need to organize these social 

networking accounts into genuine accountsand fake 

accounts.Traditionally, we are having different classification 

methods to point outthe fake accounts on social media. But we 

must increase the accuracy rate in identifying fakeaccounts on 

these sites.In our paper we are going with Machine Learning 

technologies and Natural Language processing (NLP) to 

increase the accuracy rate of detecting the fake accounts. We 

opted for Random Forest tree classifier algorithm. 

Keywords: Machine Learning, NLP, Random Forest classifier, 

Gradient Boost classifier 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Social media has become most entertaining platform for 

present world, admiring users who are spending millions of 

minutes on such services. These social media services solve 

almost every problem ranging very small to big problems [1]. 

And upgrading security and protecting from harmful sites also 

plays a vital role and became a challenge. Using social media 

everybody interacts with other new user and share their 

personal information. this may lead to cause threats. Some 

social media methods have been proposed;however, they 

often rely on data that is not publicly available for LinkedIn 

accounts. [2]. A FeatureBased Approach to Detecting Fake 

Twitter Profiles [3,4], There are many types of attacks in 

social media and the major one is file theft. When someone 

uses others information for their personal use then the theft 

occurs, and it becomes a problem. 
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Victims may face penalties. For example, people use other's 

identity and do mistakes which affects the reputation that 

person in the society. Truly, many Social 

Networkapplications have the lowest level of data protection 

set by default.Therefore,Social Network has become the best 

platform for fraud and abuse.Social media makes it easier for 

serious and naive attackers to conduct identity theft and 

phishing attacks.Make matters worse,users need to create an 

account on the social media.Loss, especially if such accounts 

are hacked.The configuration file information in the online 

network is also static or dynamic.Individuals can provide 

detailed info during the profile period.Creation is called static 

knowledge.Static knowledge covers a person's demographics 

and interests while dynamic knowledge includes a person's 

leadership habits and position in most current studies which 

are based accordingly on static and dynamic data.The network 

you see some static and dynamic configuration files is 

usually. This unique research has 

proposed several techniques that can find nonauthentic(fake) 

identities and malicious content in the social networking 

platforms.Every technique has their own advantage and 

Disadvantage-Bullying,abuse,trolls,etc.In many cases, false 

personal information is used on specifici.e., there can be male 

as well as female profiles with incorrect data.Fake Facebook 

personal information is mostly used for malicious problems 

for customers in social communities.People create false social 

engineering materials,phishing aims to demean a male or 

female,promote or inspire a group of people.With spam,fake 

identity etc., it is also commonly referred to as the Facebook 

Immune System (FIS).It is not currently ready to closely 

check the false personal profiles created for customers on 

Facebook. 

Artificial intelligence (AI) refers to a computer program's or 

machine's ability to think and learn.It's also a branch of 

research that aims to make computers "smarter" [5]. Artificial 

intelligence is the use of computer science programming to 

simulate human cognition and behaviour by analysing data 

and surroundings, solving or predicting problems, and 

learning or self-teaching to adapt to a variety of activities. 
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Machine learning is a rapidly evolving technology that allows 

computers to learn from earlier data automatically. Machine 

learning uses a range of techniques to developmathematical 

models and make predictions based on previously collected 

data or expertise. It is currently utilised for a variety of 

activities, including image recognition [6], Facebook auto- 

tagging [7][9],Many algorithms and approaches for detecting 

fraudulent profiles have been presented, the majority of which 

make advantage of the huge number of unstructured data 

created by social networks [8], social networks [10][11], 

Speech recognition, email filtering, recommender systems, 

and a variety of other applications are just a few examples. 

There are many machine learning algorithms are developed 

like mathematical modelling [12], clustering [13], deep 

learning [14], artificial neural network models [15]. Machine 

learning are used in various fields like face recognition [16], 

Speech recognition [17], tumour classifications [18]. 

 

 
2. IMPLEMENTATION 

The following six steps as shown in fig.1 need to be followed 

to implement the machine learning model which detects the 

fake profile in the social media sites. 

 

 

 
 

Fig1. System Architecture 

 

 
System Architecture Consists of: 

1.Collect the dataset 2.Preprocess 

the dataset 

3.Validate the information needed to determine if something 

is false or not 4. Tunning the dataset. 

5. Applying random forest Algorithm. 

6. Theresults of precision, recall, accuracy, f1 score 

parameters is evaluated. 

 

 
Dataset: 

We'll need to gather a dataset having data from both false and 

real profiles. Among the attributes in the dataset are the 

number of followers, follows, username length, if the profile 

is secret, and the number of posts. Table 1 lists the qualities 

and their descriptions. The information is separated into two 

groups: training and testing. The testing dataset is used to 

evaluate the model, whereas the training dataset is used to 

train it. The dataset is divided in half in a 4:1 ratio, with 4/5 

of the data utilised for training and 1/5 for testing. Table 1. 

Attributes and its explanation. 

Fig 2. Shows Collected Data 

Attributes Explanation 

Profile Pic In most of the cases profile picture will 

not be there when it is a fake account. 

followers In most of the cases there will not more 

followers for the fake profile users. 

follows The fake Profile uses mostly follow 

more person. 

post In most of the cases the number of 

posts created by fake profile will be 

very less. 

Description 

length 

The Description length of the fake 

profiles will be very less for most of 

the cases. 

Private Most of the fake profiles will not be 

private. 

External URL There will be more external URL in the 

fake profile. 

Full name This attribute gives the full name of the 

user of social media profile. 

Length of Full 

name 

This attribute gives the length of full 

name of the user of social media 

profile. 

Length of 

username 

This attribute gives the length of 

username of the social media profile. 

Username==f 

ull name 

In most of the cases username will not 

be same as full name when it is fake 

profile. 
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] 

False Positive Rate (FPR)FPR=FP/(FP+ TN) 

False Negative Rate (FNR)FNR=1- TPR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Pre-processing: 

Fig2. Collected dataset  
Fig 4. Confusion matrix for our model 

In the Pre-processing section we need to check whether the 

data set is having any null values and the type of value each 

column having if there is any null value, we need to find the 

mean and we need to update the mean value in the null value 

box or else we can remove the row itself also if there is any 

column with object datatype we also need to change to 

integer. Fig 3 shows the Pre-processed results of our dataset. 

 
 

Tuning and Applying algorithm: 

In the Tuning we are using grid search algorithm to tune the 

data and we are applying the Random Forest algorithm to 

create the machine learning model which will detect the fake 

profile in the social media. 

 

 
Fig 3. Pre-processed results 

 
 

3. EVALUATION OF MODEL 

Confusion Matrix:For the classification algorithmthe overall 

performance can be summarized by using Confusion matrix. 

By getting the confusion matrix we can know whether our 

classification algorithm is predicting correct or what kind of 

mistake it is doing. Fig.4 explains the confusion matrix of our 

model. 

True Positive Rate (TPR)TPR=TP/(TP+ FN) 

True Negative Rate (TNR)TNR=TN / (FP+ TN) 

Precision: The ratio of relevant instances to all retrieved 

instances is called as Precision. 

Precision = TP/(TP+FP) Precision = 58/(58+5) = 0.92 

Recall: The ratio of retrieved instances to all relevant 

instances is called as Recall. sometimes it is also referred as 

sensitivity. 

Recall = TP /(TP+FN) Recall = 58/(58+2) = 0.96 

Accuracy: It is defined as the how accurately the model 

predicting the correct output. 

Accuracy = (TP+TN)/(TP+TN+FP+FN) Accuracy = 

(58+55)/(58+55+5+2) = 0.94 

The evaluation metrics of our model is shown in the Fig.5 

 

 

Fig5. Evaluation metrics of our model 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Here this idea came up with machine learning algorithms 

besides NLP techniques. From the social media sites, we can 

easily find the fake profiles by implementing these techniques. 

In this Paper to point out the fake profiles we have taken the 

Instagram dataset. Examine the dataset, we used the NLP pre-

processing techniques and to organize the profiles we used 

machine learning algorithm such as Random Forestclassifier 

and Gradient Boost classifier. By using these learning 

algorithms, thedetection accuracy rate has been improved in 

this paper. 
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5. FUTURE WORK 

Our major complication is that a person can have numerous 

Instagram accounts which is an added benefit for those who 

create fake profiles and accounts in social media sites. Our 

aim is to add 12-digit Aadhar card number while creating an 

account, as a result we can limit single account for single user 

and there is no probability of fake profiles in social networks. 
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